ESTT.,-APTRANSCO-Diversion of 1 no. AE/AAE/Elec., post from CE/SLDC/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad to the control of CE/Lift Irrigation/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad -Orders-Issued.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(Personnel Services)

T.O.O.(Per-CGM/HRD&Trg).Rt.No.179                                        Date:16-08-2012.

Read the following:


ORDER:

After careful consideration, it is here by ordered that 1 no. vacant AE/AAE/Elec., post under the control of CE/SLDC/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad shall be diverted to the control of CE/Lift Irrigation/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad for utilization under DE/Division-IV O/o. SE/Procurement & Material Management.

K.RANGANATHAM (I/C)
JOINT MANAGING DIRECTOR
(HRD, COMMERCIAL, IPC&IT)

To
The CE/Lift Irrigation/APTRANSCO/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad
The CE/SLDC/APTRANSCO/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad

Copy to the:-
CGM(HRD&Trg)//All functional heads
SE/P&MM/APTRANSCO/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad
SE/LIS/APTRANSCO/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad
SE/Gird Operation/APTRANSCO/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad
SE/Power planning/APTRANSCO/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad
SE/EBC/APTRANSCO/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad
DS/Personnel/ APTRANSCO/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad
PO/Engg. Services-I/APTRANSCO/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad
DE/Tech to Director(Transmission)
PS to Director(Projects)
PS to Director(Grid Operation)
PS to JMD(HRD,Comml.,IPC&IT)
PS to JMD(Distribution)
PS to JMD(Vigilance & Security)
PS to Director(Finance & Revenue)
PS to Chairman & Managing Director
Pay officer//AOCPR//Dy.CCA(Audit) // RAO(EBCA)
CE/EA, Operation,RE&IT ---- with a request to arrange to place in website.
CRS//Stock File//Spare.
C.No.CGM(HRD&Trg)/DE[T&MPP]/ADE[MPP]/A1/964/2012

//FORWARDED ::: BY ORDER//

Sd/-
ASST. DIVISIONAL ENGINEER

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Energy saved is Energy produced
Electricity saved is Electricity produced